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The CleverBooks Augmented Reality 

 

 

 

 

RULES 

• All team members need to stay within their team at all times. You may not split up. 

• The team to score the most points wins! 

• Each team needs: CleverBooks World Map + CleverBooks Set of T-Shirts + a mobile 

device with a camera + the CleverBooks Apps. 

• Each group will have a leader. 

• Each team member needs to wear CleverBooks Set of T-Shirts representing one of 

the continents. 

• Taking photos/videos is only allowed in the area marked by the teacher. 

• All team members must be in every photo/video (except for the person taking the 

picture. Please don’t forget to change so everyone has the opportunity to participate). 

• Each team can only hand in 10 photos + 2 videos. 

• Game duration is 1 hour. Your team, in its entirety, must return back to the classroom 

no later than ___________. 

• For each minute a team is late, 10 points will be deducted from their score. 

• Upon the return of a team, 20 min are given to the classroom to sort out the 

photos/videos as well as prepare the final material for presentation.  

• No repeat photos/videos for different scenes at the same place. 

• No collaboration with other teams. 

• No running, screaming, yelling, pushing, etc. 

• Teams must be courteous and respectful to their fellow students. 

• No breaking any school laws! Scavenger hunts are for having fun, but you must do so 

legally! 

• Always play fair. 

• All challenges must be completed, and pictures/videotaping scenes MUST be taken 

only during the duration of this specific scavenger hunt (challenges completed or 

photos/videotaping scenarios taken outside this time frame will not be accepted).  

• No littering. Always clean up after yourselves and your teammates. 

• Cheaters never win. If anyone on your team cheats or breaks the rules, the whole 

team gets disqualified. Remember - it's just a game! Be kind and have fun 😊 

• Tip: Look at all questions before starting 
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THE QUESTIONS 

Each team decides on its own what questions they want to answer 

To complete the challenges, you will need you Set of T-Shirts with different continents 

and the AR World Map! 

 Pictures Points 
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Remember: Only 10 can be handed in! 

 

The entire team is exploring Africa continent (animal mode) on the World Map---------- 

The entire team is off of the ground at the same time. The team member that 

represents Antarctica is showing the «Weather Mode»----------------------------------- 

The entire team is lined up one next to each other according to the continent size they 

represent (from left (largest continent) to right (smallest continent)) holding a world 

map--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

A team member holing an animal/a bug that lives on the continent they represent. The 

other team members are holding a sign with its name-------------------------------------- 

A picture of someone taking a picture of someone who is exploring the Australia 

continent on the World Map with others watching them ----------------------------------- 

The entire team presenting pictures of 5 animals from “animal mode” that begins with 

letters that spell the word “WORLD”-------------------------------------------------------- 

A picture of a team member looking at the Pyramids of Giza on the World Map with 

others watching him/her in fascination----------------------------------------------------- 

The entire team pretending that they just found their way out of the Amazon Rain 

forest, where they spent last 2 weeks wandering around! The team member 

representing the right continent where the Amazon Rain forest is located is standing 

at the front with the world map in his/her hands------------------------------------------- 

"I can't believe we all fit in here!"   --------------------------------------------------------- 

The entire team frantically “searching” the world map with devices for a hidden 

treasure chest--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The entire team is acting like penguins. A team member representing continent where 

penguins live are at the front with one of them showing “animal mode” ------------------- 

The entire team is pretending that they just crossed the largest desert in the world! 

The team member representing the right continent where the largest desert in the 

world is located is showing the “weather mode” pointing at the world map---------------- 

A team member imitating the Statue of Liberty. The team member representing the 

right continent where the Statue of Liberty is located is showing the “heritage mode”, 

pointing at the world map with ther rest of team members around----------------------- 

Entire team gathering around the team member representing the right continent 

showing the pine trees under “plants mode” ------------------------------------------------ 

Only team members representing continents where bears live are demonstrating this 

fact through the device on “animal mode”---------------------------------------------------

The entire team showing a drawing of the German flag and demonstrating it on the 

world map on the “political mode”----------------------------------------------------------- 
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Videos 

 

Videos – Remember: only 2 can be handed in! 

Make sure that you have enough light when filming so all aspects are visible on 

the video 

 

Points 

⃝ Shoot a 2 min video presentation of each team member showcasing each continent 

on the T-Shirts through the App. 

⃝ Shoot a 1 min video with the school principal of him exploring the North American 

Continent (all 4 modes) on the World Map.  

⃝ The entire team dancing Salsa around the team member that represents the 

continent where Rio De Janeiro carnival takes place annually. One of the team 

members is presenting the country on the “Political mode” through the App on the 

World map.  

⃝ 6 team members (one for each continent) position themselves in the right way to 

imitate the positioning of the continents on the world map. One of the team 

members does 30 sec presentation of their home country, exploring the continent 

of the team member that represents it. 
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Extra 2 points for each question answered 
Use the “political mode” on the App or the World Map 

 

Only 1 correct answer. 

1. Which country does not have access to the ocean?  

a) Belarus 

b) South Africa 

c) Mexico 

d) Argentina 

-- 

2. Africa is a:  

a) Country 

b) Continent 

c) Island 

-- 
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3. True or False? Alaska is a Continent.  

e) False 

f) True 

4. What is the capital city of the United States of America?  

a) New York 

b) Washington, D.C. 

c) San Francisco 

d) Dallas 

--- 

5. On which side of Canada lies the Pacific Ocean? 

a) North 

b) West 

c) East 

----- 

6. Where is this famous opera house is located?  

 PixaBay 

a) New Zealand 

b) India 

c) Australia 

d) Canada 

----- 

7. Where do polar bears live?  

a) Greenland 

b) Iceland 

c) Antarctica 

d) South Africa 
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8. Where can kangaroos be found?  

a) Russia 

b) Africa 

c) Australia 

d) Peru 

----- 

9. Which country is home to the Pyramid of the Sun?  

 PixaBay 

a) Italy 

b) Mexico 

c) Argentina 

d) Philippines 

--- 

10. What is the capital of Russia?  

a) St. Petersburg 

b) Moscow 

c) Riga 

d) Tallinn 

---- 

11. What is the capital of France?  

a) Rome 

b) Paris 

c) London 

d) Barcelona 

---- 
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12. What is the highest mountain in Africa?  

a) Mount Everest 

b) Mount Kilimanjaro  

c) Mount Fuji 

d) Makalu  

--- 

 

13.What is the largest country in the world?  

a) Russia 

b) Canada 

c) Brazin 

d) China 

e) Australia 

--- 

14. Which of the below is NOT one of the five oceans?  

a) Pacific 

b) Atlantic 

c) Indian 

d) Mediterranean 

e) Arctic 

--- 

15. Which is the warmest climate? 

 

a) Tropical  

b) Temperate 

c) Polar  
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For Teacher only  

Test answers 

 

1. a) 

2. b) 

3. a) 

4. b) 

5. b) 

6. c) 

7. c) 

8. c) 

9. b) 

10. b) 

11. b) 

12. b) 

13. a) 

14. d) 

15. a) 
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